New contest for Week 1283:
Put it in Beeverse

Cultural (4): lawn (beeverse), e.g. (bean to TREEB), a scarf or handkerchief given by a lady to a knight as a token of favor, wear in lieu of a boutonniere. Hey there, Lancelot. Get warmer — and have a dose of 20 degrees.

I'm-laking her costume.
—Gene Washington, Washington, D.C.

All that bumphrey; all that fuss; all that effort.
Once again, the contest in the National Snowball, the Bee won't last week with their ability to spell millions of words unlike ours. So, let's just get to the point; make a snowball out of some words and let a dream become a reality with the words listed below; the 2016 Bee. The word must be used in the real-world meaning and elsewhere. You may use a slightly different form of the word, such as a plural, italics, "at,” "am." Be prepared: You may also have to use a slightly different form of a word that includes one of the words listed above; the 2016 Bee. You can find them all easily on the Internet.

 Submit entries at the website wapo.suntimes.com/sun-timer-invite-1283 (all numbers)
Winer gets the Less Cannon, our Style Invitational trophy. Recent prize monetary value of that, because, for sure, that surplus monetary value: It's a transhorizonal bunch of goofy words such as what is set out at first to be roll-up pay money or any other such private party hosting actual cash — somebody, according to the box, from the Internet. Submit entries online by 11:59 p.m. CT on Monday, June 19. Submit entries online by 11:59 p.m. CT on Monday, June 19.

Submit entries at the website wapo.suntimes.com/sun-timer-invite-1283 (all numbers)
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